OVERCOMING DIFFERENCES

GRADES PK-K – Lesson I

Goal:
Students should be able to recognize the image of God present in each of us. They should be able to honor the sacredness and uniqueness of each human person. Lastly, they should be able to demonstrate that racism exists and that it is wrong.

Lesson:
God is present with each human being and because He is so good and so creative He made the human experience diverse and beautiful. God created the whole world and it contains mountains, deserts, beaches, tundras, etc. God has also raised up within all the areas of the world human cultures that look and act differently. Even though people all around the world may look, act, and talk differently that doesn’t mean God is any less present to them or their lives are less sacred. We are called to love each other as God loves us which means honoring all people different from us as God would.

Sing and Dance:

Love Each Other
Discuss:

- Did you know that God is present with us right now? God is always with us, even though we can’t see him.
- Have you ever felt alone? Even when you feel alone, you have the best friend in the world with you—God. [Ask them to point to their hearts.] God is always present in our hearts, loving us.
- Close your eyes for a moment. Think of your best friend, and think about why you love him or her so much. Now open your eyes: What do you love about this person? Did you know that God loves this person even more than you do and that Jesus is present in their heart, too?
- The image of God is present in every person. God loves each of us with our own unique characteristics. Each of us is sacred. Do you know what it means to be sacred? (Sacred means holy or filled with God’s presence.) What are some things that we think are sacred? (Ask for examples from the class. They might mention holy water, the Mass or the Eucharist, etc.) Like those examples, each of us is sacred because God loves us and is present in us.

Activity:

- Next, put up pieces of paper on the wall that spell S-A-C-R-E-D. Now ask the children to write the name of or draw a picture of their best friend in the middle of the paper. Ask the students to draw something about that person that they love.
- After the pictures have been drawn, ask the students to put the pictures under the word sacred on the wall. Ask a few students to tell the class what they love about their best friend. As students talk about their friends, notice if there are unique/special characteristics of friends in the stories they tell.
- After they are done sharing, talk about all the things that make each of their friends unique/special and that God loves each of us because of that uniqueness.

Now show the children the “God’s Children of the World” slideshow. (The slideshow contains images of children from many countries around the world, courtesy of Catholic Relief Services.)

- Ask the children to tell you when they see the children doing things that they also do. (For example: playing, riding a bike, going to school, eating breakfast, dancing, etc.)
- Explain that there are things that make all children the same—including God’s presence in every child. There are also differences among children of the world: how they dress, speak, or do things may be different, and these differences also make each special.
- Sometimes people will use our differences to treat people poorly. But we know the truth that God loves the specialness in each of us.
- Because we are all sacred, we need to treat each other in a way that shows we know how special and sacred each person is, especially when it seems that someone might be different from us. We should celebrate the ways we are each made different by God.

**At school or in your neighborhood:**
Make friends with someone who may be different from you. Think about what makes each of you the same, and what makes each of you different and special.

**At home:**
What is something you can do to show someone you noticed how special they are and let them know they are loved by God?

**Prayer:** *In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit*

Loving Father,

Thank you for the many beautiful colors and languages of the world
and for making all your children unique.
Thank you for creating me in your image.
Thank you for loving me and making me wonderful.
Help me to love like you.
Help me to share your love with all the children you have made,
for they are unique and wonderful.

Amen.

Lessons plans are taken from the USCCB curriculum on racism [Open Wide our Hearts](https://www.usccb.org/beliefs-teachings/racism/open-wide-our-hearts)